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Whether you are a Christian or a Muslim or a nationalist, we all have the same problem. They don't hang 
you because you're a Baptist; they hang you 'cause you're black. They don't attack me because I'm a 
Muslim. They attack me 'cause I'm black. They attacked all of us for the same reason. All of us catch hell 
from the same enemy. We're all in the same bag, in the same boat. 

We suffer political oppression, economic exploitation and social degradation. All of 'em from the same 
enemy. The government has failed us. You can't deny that. Any time you're living in the 20th century, 
1964, and you walking around here singing "We Shall Overcome," the government has failed you.  

So this government has failed us. The government itself has failed us. And the white liberals who have 
been posing as our friends have failed us. And once we see that all of these other sources to which 
we've turned have failed, we stop turning to them and turn to ourselves. We need a self-help program, a 
do-it-yourself philosophy, a do-it-right-now philosophy, a it's-already-too-late philosophy. This is what 
you and I need to get with. And the only time – the only way we're going to solve our problem is with a 
self-help program. Before we can get a self-help program started, we have to have a self-help 
philosophy. Black nationalism is a self-help philosophy. 

What's so good about it – you can stay right in the church where you are and still take black nationalism 
as your philosophy. You can stay in any kind of civic organization that you belong to and still take black 
nationalism as your philosophy. You can be an atheist and still take black nationalism as your 
philosophy. This is a philosophy that eliminates the necessity for division and argument, 'cause if you're 
black, you should be thinking black. And if you're black and you not thinking black at this late date, well, 
I'm sorry for you.  

Once you change your philosophy, you change your thought pattern. Once you change your thought 
pattern you change your attitude. Once you change your attitude it changes your behavior pattern. And 
then you go on into some action. As long as you got a sit-down philosophy you'll have a sit-down 
thought pattern. And as long as you think that old sit-down thought, you'll be in some kind of sit-down 
action. They'll have you sitting in everywhere.  

It's not so good to refer to what you're going to do as a sit-in. That right there castrates you. Right there 
it brings you down. What goes with it? What – think of the image of someone sitting. An old woman can 
sit. An old man can sit. A chump can sit, a coward can sit, anything can sit. Well, you and I been sitting 
long enough and it's time for us today to start doing some standing and some fighting to back that up. 

When we look at other parts of this Earth upon which we live, we find that black, brown, red and yellow 
people in Africa and Asia are getting their independence. They're not getting it by singing, 'We Shall 
Overcome." No, they're getting it through nationalism. It is nationalism that brought about the 
independence of the people in Asia. Every nation in Asia gained its independence through the 
philosophy of nationalism. Every nation on the African continent that has gotten its independence 
brought it about through the philosophy of nationalism. And it will take black nationalism to bring about 
the freedom of 22 million Afro-Americans, here in this country, where we have suffered colonialism for 
the past 400 years. 



America is just as much a colonial power as England ever was. America is just as much a colonial power 
as France ever was. In fact, America is more so a colonial power than they, because she is a hypocritical 
colonial power behind it. [applause] What is 20th — what, what do you call second-class citizenship? 
Why, that's colonization. Second-class citizenship is nothing but 20th slavery. How you gonna to tell me 
you're a second-class citizen? They don't have second-class citizenship in any other government on this 
Earth. They just have slaves and people who are free! Well, this country is a hypocrite! They try and 
make you think they set you free by calling you a second-class citizen. No, you're nothing but a 20th 
century slave 

Just as it took nationalism to remove colonialism from Asia and Africa, it'll take black nationalism today 
to remove colonialism from the backs and the minds of twenty-two million Afro-Americans here in this 
country. And 1964 looks like it might be the year of the ballot or the bullet. 

Why does it look like it might be the year of the ballot or the bullet? Because Negroes have listened to 
the trickery and the lies and the false promises of the white man now for too long, and they're fed up. 
They've become disenchanted. They've become disillusioned. They've become dissatisfied. And all of 
this has built up frustrations in the black community that makes the black community throughout 
America today more explosive than all of the atomic bombs the Russians can ever invent. Whenever you 
got a racial powder keg sitting in your lap, you're in more trouble than if you had an atomic powder keg 
sitting in your lap. When a racial powder keg goes off, it doesn't care who it knocks out the way. 
Understand this, it's dangerous. 

And in 1964, this seems to be the year. Because what can the white man use, now, to fool us? After he 
put down that March on Washington – and you see all through that now, he tricked you, had you 
marching down to Washington. Had you marching back and forth between the feet of a dead man 
named Lincoln and another dead man named George Washington, singing, "We Shall Overcome."  

He made a chump out of you. He made a fool out of you. He made you think you were going somewhere 
and you end up going nowhere but between Lincoln and Washington. 

So today our people are disillusioned. They've become disenchanted. They've become dissatisfied. And 
in their frustrations they want action. And in 1964 you'll see this young black man, this new generation, 
asking for the ballot or the bullet. That old Uncle Tom action is outdated. The young generation don't 
want to hear anything about "the odds are against us." What do we care about odds?  

When this country here was first being founded, there were thirteen colonies. The whites were 
colonized. They were fed up with this taxation without representation. So some of them stood up and 
said, "Liberty or death!" I went to a white school over here in Mason, Michigan. The white man made 
the mistake of letting me read his history books. He made the mistake of teaching me that Patrick Henry 
was a patriot, and George Washington – wasn't nothing non-violent about ol' Pat, or George 
Washington. "Liberty or death" is was what brought about the freedom of whites in this country from 
the English.  

They didn't care about the odds. Why, they faced the wrath of the entire British Empire. And in those 
days, they used to say that the British Empire was so vast and so powerful that the sun would never set 
on it. This is how big it was, yet these thirteen little scrawny states, tired of taxation without 
representation, tired of being exploited and oppressed and degraded, told that big British Empire, 



"Liberty or death." And here you have 22 million Afro-Americans, black people today, catching more hell 
than Patrick Henry ever saw.  

And I'm here to tell you in case you don't know it – that you got a new, you got a new generation of 
black people in this country who don't care anything whatsoever about odds. This is a new generation. If 
they're going to draft these young black men, and send them over to Korea or to South Vietnam to face 
800 million Chinese… If you're not afraid of those odds, you shouldn't be afraid of these odds.  

Why is America – why does this loom to be such an explosive political year? Because this is the year of 
politics. This is the year when all of the white politicians are going to come into the Negro community. 
You never see them until election time. You can't find them until election time. [applause] They're going 
to come in with false promises. And as they make these false promises they're going to feed our 
frustrations, and this will only serve to make matters worse. I'm no politician. I'm not even a student of 
politics. I'm not a Republican, nor a Democrat, nor an American – and got sense enough to know it. 

When we open our eyes today and look around America, we see America not through the eyes of 
someone who has enjoyed the fruits of Americanism. We see America through the eyes of someone 
who has been the victim of Americanism. We don't see any American dream. We've experienced only 
the American nightmare. We haven't benefited from America's democracy. We've only suffered from 
America's hypocrisy. And the generation that's coming up now can see it. And are not afraid to say it. If 
you go to jail, so what? If you're black, you were born in jail.  

If you black you were born in jail, in the North as well as the South. Stop talking about the South. As long 
as you south of the Canadian border, you South. Don't call Governor Wallace a Dixie governor, Romney 
is a Dixie Governor.  

Twenty-two million black victims of Americanism are waking up and they are gaining a new political 
consciousness, becoming politically mature. And as they become – develop this political maturity, 
they're able to see the recent trends in these political elections. They see that the whites are so evenly 
divided that every time they vote, the race is so close they have to go back and count the votes all over 
again. Which means that any block, any minority that has a block of votes that stick together is in a 
strategic position. Either way you go, that's who gets it. You're in a position to determine who'll go to 
the White House and who'll stay in the doghouse.  

You're the one who has that power. You can keep Johnson in Washington D.C., or you can send him back 
to his Texas cotton patch. You're the one who sent Kennedy to Washington. You're the one who put the 
present Democratic administration in Washington, D.C. The whites were evenly divided. It was the fact 
that you threw 80 percent of your votes behind the Democrats that put the Democrats in the White 
House. 

When you see this, you can see that the Negro vote is the key factor. And despite the fact that you are in 
a position to be the determining factor, what do you get out of it? The Democrats have been in 
Washington, D.C. only because of the Negro vote. They've been down there four years. And they're – all 
other legislation they wanted to bring up they've brought it up, and gotten it out of the way, and now 
they bring up you. And now they bring up you! You put them first and they put you last. Because you're 
a chump! A political chump. 



Oh, I say you been misled. You been had. You been took. [laughter, applause] I was in Washington a 
couple of weeks ago while the senators were filibustering and I noticed in the back of the Senate a huge 
map, and on this map it showed the distribution of Negroes in America. And surprisingly, the same 
senators that were involved in the filibuster were from the states where there were the most Negroes. 
Why were they filibustering the civil rights legislation? Because the civil rights legislation is supposed to 
guarantee boarding rights to Negroes from those states. And those senators from those states know 
that if the Negroes in those states can vote, those senators are down the drain. [applause] The 
representatives of those states go down the drain. 

This is why I say it's the ballot or the bullet. It's liberty or it's death. It's freedom for everybody or 
freedom for nobody. America today finds herself in a unique situation. Historically, revolutions are 
bloody, oh yes they are. They have never had a bloodless revolution. Or a non-violent revolution. That 
don't happen even in Hollywood. You don't have a revolution in which you love your enemy. And you 
don't have a revolution in which you are begging the system of exploitation to integrate you into it. 
Revolutions overturn systems. Revolutions destroy systems. 

A revolution is bloody, but America is in a unique position. She's the only country in history, in the 
position actually to become involved in a bloodless revolution. The Russian Revolution was bloody, 
Chinese Revolution was bloody, French Revolution was bloody, Cuban Revolution was bloody. And there 
was nothing more bloody than the American Revolution. But today, this country can become involved in 
a revolution that won't take bloodshed. All she's got to do is give the black man in this country 
everything that's due him, everything. 

I hope that the white man can see this. 'Cause if you don't see it you're finished. If you don't see it you're 
going to become involved in some action in which you don't have a chance. We don't care anything 
about your atomic bomb; it's useless, because other countries have atomic bombs. When two or three 
different countries have atomic bombs, nobody can use them. So it means that the white man today is 
without a weapon. If you want some action you've got to come on down to Earth, and there's more 
black people on Earth than there are white people. 

So it's the, it's the ballot or the bullet. Today, our people can see that we're faced with a government 
conspiracy. This government has failed us. The senators who are filibustering concerning your and my 
rights, that's the government. Don't say it's southern senators, this is the government. This is a 
government filibuster. It's not a segregationist filibuster, it's a government filibuster. Any kind of activity 
that takes place on the floor of the Congress or the Senate, that's the government. Any kind of dilly-
dallying, that's the government. Any kind of pussy-footing, that's the government. Any kind of act that's 
designed to delay or deprive you and me, right now, of getting full rights, that's the government that's 
responsible. And anytime you find the government involved in a conspiracy to violate the citizenship or 
the civil rights of a people in 1964, then you are wasting your time going to that government expecting 
redress. Instead you have to take that government to the world court and accuse it of genocide and all 
of the other crimes that it is guilty of today. 

 


